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   M
orality has long presented diffi cult 

questions to philosophers and oth-

ers. How can we know with any 

certainty what actions are right or wrong 

or which are just or unjust? Can we arrive 

at principles or rules that satisfy all or even 

most of us or that apply across societies? A 

more recent concern is how 

to apply scientifi c research 

to thinking about moral-

ity. Patricia S. Churchland 

takes on this last concern 

in Braintrust. A philoso-

pher (at the University of 

California, San Diego), she 

is interested in drawing on 

advances in neuroscience 

and psychology to under-

stand the origins of morality. She begins with 

the basic question of why humans are even 

concerned with one another. Understand-

ing the answer to that question can help us to 

understand why social values exist and why 

we seem so concerned with moral behavior.

Churchland argues that we are concerned 

about one another because of common neuro-

logical processes that cause us to form social 

bonds. The neuropeptide oxytocin enables 

mothers to bond with their children and, 

beyond that, is part of our seeking to bond 

with others. She argues that oxytocin plays a 

role in mammals providing care to their off-

spring and is also involved in such behaviors 

as grooming and touching those outside of 

their families. Although not entirely under-

stood, it appears that the peptide is associated 

with the release of endogenous opiates so 

that, as she puts it, “Doing good feels good.” 

Experiments with humans link oxytocin 

specifi cally with trusting behavior, which is 

obviously important to forming social bonds. 

Administered through nasal spray, oxytocin 

seems to make people more willing to trust. 

Interestingly, mothers who abuse cocaine 

have lower levels of oxytocin and display less 

maternal bonding. Thus, oxytocin is a prox-

imal reason why humans are interested in 

cooperating with and supporting one another.

This raises the question of whether there 

is a specifi c gene linked to trusting and bond-

ing and, therefore, to moral action itself. As is 

true of much recent work in genetics, the rela-

tion between a gene and a particular psycho-

logical trait is not as direct as one might think. 

A genetic predisposition to higher or lower 

levels of oxytocin must be balanced with sev-

eral other factors, such as other genes and the 

individual’s environment. Churchland argues 

that the genetic predisposition to 

produce higher levels of oxyto-

cin is likely a factor in what we 

would consider trusting or bond-

ing behavior, but it is not entirely 

predictive as it is only one factor 

among many.

Churchland rounds out 

her discussion of our impetus 

to morality with a look at the 

social and environmental fac-

tors encouraging bonding 

and trust. Such behaviors are 

reinforced in society because 

cooperative behavior is essen-

tial to survival. Humans, as 

rational beings, understand 

the importance of trust and 

reciprocity in building mutu-

ally beneficial relationships. 

Recently studied processes 

such as mimicry are also 

important. Studies show that 

people have an unconscious 

tendency to mimic one another 

in personal interactions. This 

strengthens our social glue, 

because identifying with oth-

ers makes trusting them easier.

Importantly, Churchland 

does not go on to promulgate 

moral principles that are based 

on such neurological and psychological pro-

cesses. Rather than advancing a naturalisti-

cally or scientifi cally based moral code, she 

sees science as deepening our understanding 

of the “nature of our sociality” and shedding 

light on our practices and institutions so that 

we “think more wisely about them.” She is 

less interested in specifying moral rules or 

principles. Indeed, she makes rather short 

work of the late John Rawls, the infl uential 

philosopher who formulated principles of 

justice using ideas of rationality and his own 

reading of psychological studies.

The lack of concern with identifying 

overarching moral principles carries over 

into the fi nal chapter, where Churchland dis-

cusses religion and morality. She notes that 

“[p]erhaps life would be a whole lot simpler 

if there were a divine being who could reli-

ably be appealed to for a straight answer on 

moral issues, an answer made clear to all.” 

Unfortunately, lacking such answers, “we 

have no option but to wrestle with diffi cult 

social issues, to hear the other side and to 

heed the differences, to negotiate as wisely 

as we can, to understand the history, and to 

try to foresee future consequences.”

Perhaps the book’s weakest aspect is its 

tendency to dismiss rather too quickly less sci-

entifi c viewpoints of morality (as, for example, 

in the above quote on religion and morality). 

This accords with Churchland’s argument that 

morality does not have a supernatural basis. 

Yet many religious or supernatural views of 

morality are much more subtle and allow 

room for discussion and debate. Indeed, some 

might argue that the neurological processes 

that Churchland discusses complement rather 

than refute some metaphysical explanations. 

This dismissive tendency also colors her dis-

cussions of other moral viewpoints. For exam-

ple, Rawls’s work, so important to the fi eld of 

social justice, is discounted with only a few 

observations from his opponents.

Such criticisms aside, Churchland pro-

vides an important service in Braintrust by 

applying recent scientifi c research to moral 

concerns. No doubt debates involving sci-

ence, religion, and philosophy will continue 

without ever reaching conclusions about 

morality that are satisfactory to even the wis-

est in such areas. It helps, though, to under-

stand the scientifi c underpinnings of why we 

are concerned with one another and, beyond 

that, with morality itself.
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